
This week you will be doing research on projects that have already been done on the topics 
you've selected. This is an individual submission. 

Each person has to search for 3 different projects that showcase the kind of work they want 
to achieve for the final project. The aim is not to copy these projects but to create a 
standard for yourself to guide you during the process of making your own project. Make 
sure the examples you select are not just based on the aesthetic preferences but also the the 
process through which the data visualization is created. 

For each of these examples do the following: 

● Find out about the designer of the project 
● Write about the reason you choose the project (aesthetics, formatting, processes 

etc.)  
● Explain how this project relates to your work 
● Explain the things you will modify or add for your own project 

Submit the screenshot of the visualization (with a link) and approx. 250 word explanation 
on the above points in a PDF 

Make sure to save the links for these projects for next class. At the end of the class you will 
be given time to discuss the projects with your group members, to decide on one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Comparison of News Corporations 

http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2016/06/30143308/state-of-the-news-
media-report-2016-final.pdf 

The designer of this project is the PEW Research Center, in Washington D.C. They are a 
non-for-profit organization that focuses on fact based information in regards to social issues, 
public opinion, and demographic trends shaping the United States and the world. I chose this 
project partially for some of the formatting, as it is like a designed report, but also because of the 
content. This is the most similar to the project we plan on creating. It has interesting graphics, 
however it does not narrow down the news corporations as we plan on doing. In addition, this 
document has more writing than we are planning. While it will be a report or business plan, we 
would also like it to function as an infographic because it is more interesting to look at and read. 
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Model  

https://www.whataventure.com/blog/10-inspiring-business-models/ 

The designer of this project is a international innovation consulting firm who are a team of 
innovation experts that focuses on a combination of corporate power with startup agility. They 
cultivate new ideas and technologies to enable innovators to see their ideas come to life. I chose 
this project for the graphic, as it is very clear to show different parts of the company. This model 
is important to show business aspects and can be easy to compare the two news corporations. In 
addition, this document does not have as much content as we are planning. It seems more of an 
overview, which we would definitely include. We would also like our graphics to include graphs, 
comparisons, content marketing, etc. I explored a model instead of looking at more traditional 
infographics because we have created infographics before and know what they entail. A business 
model is more on the business end of the spectrum and for a different purpose. However, we plan 
on combining an infographic/model, comparison, report/understanding of a business plan for our 
project. 

 

 

https://www.whataventure.com/blog/10-inspiring-business-models/


Business Plan 

https://www.rowan.edu/home/sites/default/files/Rohrer%20College%20of%20Business/restauran
t_sample_business-plan.pdf 

The designer of this project is a website that provides example business plans to entrepreneurs. 
The business plans are extremely comprehensive, however it is basically all text and not 
designed to be visually appealing. I chose this project because the content shows how a business 
works and to understand the focus of our project, news corporations, it is important to have the 
background of a plan. While it will be a report or business plan, we would also like it to function 
as an infographic because it is more interesting to look at and read. 
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